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Quiling BasicsQuiling Crafty LifeShop My Favorite SuppliesAbout - DisclosureContact Before you start you need to know about quilling. Quiling or paper filigree is an art form that involves the use of strips of paper that are rolled, molded and glued together to create decorative designs. - Wikipedia With
quilling you can make breels, jewelry, decorative items, greeting cards, 3D models and more. In this tutorial you can learn how to start with quilling by making basic shapes, making breel, decorative elements, flower, and some basic knowledge about quilling. I also added a lot of photos to easily
understand. Paper quiling, also called paper filigree, is a paper craft that has been popular since the 15th century. This paper art has experienced a resurgence of popularity over the past few years. You can find paper quilling included in scrapbooking, card, monograms, paper flowers, jewelry and even
pieces of wall art. It's incredible how you can make complex shapes and patterns out of simple paper strips and glue! While hobbies are relatively easy to master, beginners can find the following tips and tricks helpful on their paper quilling journey. MirageC/Moment/Getty Images Use pre-cut paper strips
for your first projects. Your initial attempts will have better results if you use accurate machines to cut out documents. Once you are comfortable with basic needle paper techniques, you can cut your paper strips and explore your creativity by experimenting with more advanced methods. By Dewni Start
with small sized projects first. You can quickly become overwhelmed while trying to solve a ship project that is too complex or too big. Small projects can contribute to a sense of success and achievement and can be a building block to help you master your skills one step at a time. Once you have
mastered the basics, you can try complex projects with ease. Leslie Magno/Creative RF/Getty Images It's important to choose quilling tools thoughtfully. You don't need to buy any expensive tools to create paper filigree art initially toothpick or bamboo skewer will roll paper strips adequately. If you are
bitten by a paper quilling bug and want to continue, you should purchase a slotted quilling tool and needle tool. You can place a strip of paper in the top slotting slots tool slot, giving you more control while rolling paper strips. The needle device presents 100 tapered needles with a long wooden handle.
This will help you keep a steady hand while rolling strips of paper in various shapes. Both tools are very useful when you're working on large, complex paper needle projects. Ruth Jenkinson/Dorling Kindersley/Getty Images When glued together by a rolled-shaped paper, always to use the glue sparingly.
Too much glue can quickly destroy your project, which you may have been working on for hours. You can avoid the hassle of starting a project over with a little caution. Caution. You can always add a little more glue if necessary, but can't remove the excess glue. Remember the less-than-you-go design
rule. Continue to 5 of 8 below. Pixabay Some beginners find using a ready-made quilling template is quite useful at the first launch. There are hundreds of paper quilling models available for purchase or free download online. These printed templates can guide beginners and help them build their skills. All
you have to do is place a printed pattern under a sheet of waxed paper and follow the sentences. You will quickly have a quilling masterpiece that you will be proud to give as a gift or display in your home. AntonellaD Explore the basic shapes before working on a paper needle project. It can be quite
helpful to make a master page of basic paper forms quilling. Glue different shapes to a piece of cardboard for use as a reference sheet when working on different projects. Management serves as both a benchmark and a source of inspiration. By Dewni circle sizes board is a tool that you will definitely find
useful. It is a sheet of plastic that has predrilled holes of various shapes and sizes. Use holes to help you roll up paper quilling shapes. A circle size board will help you always have consistency in your paper quilling forms. This board is a tool that you don't want to be without and will use over and over
again. Dick Blick Art Materials Build a paper quilling rolled shape on a sheet of acetate. It is strong enough to give your glued quilled form of stability. Once the glue has dried, you can pull your quilled piece off the sheet without damage. Simply wash the remaining glue from the acetate sheet and reuse it
for your next project. These are just a few tips to help you get started on a paper quilling journey. Remember that it will take some time to master the craft, so be patient with yourself and practice. You will find that if you keep on it, you will surprise yourself with your progress. You will soon be making
pieces of quilling art that are beautiful and will cherish you and everyone you give paper quilling the project as a gift. The quilling, spiraling and forming narrow paper strips to create the design, has been around for years - hundreds, in fact. During the Renaissance, nuns and monks rolled out gold-plated
paper remnants cut in the bookmaking process and used them to decorate religious objects as an alternative to expensive gold filigree. It later became a pastime of young ladies of the 18th and 19th centuries in England, who decorated caddie tea and paper filigree furniture. The practice crossed the
Atlantic With Colonists, who added quilling to candle bras and trays as home decorations. In all this time, this process almost the same, but the quilling designs and specialty supplies certainly caught up with the 21st century. Today, some fans focus on having incredibly detailed 3-D figures, while others
are advocating for wall-sized museum installations. Installations. quilling is best known, however, as a way of attracting the personality of a handmade card. A short list of essentials includes strips of light paper, glue, and a tool with which to roll the paper - that's all! Even better, there's probably no need to
shop for supplies before you try quilling like bamboo skewers, round toothpicks, or even a cake tester from the kitchen drawer can serve as a replacement tool. Cut your own practice strips out of a sheet of regular computer paper using a paper cutter. Many art and crafts shops sell basic tools and
packages of multi-colored paper strips. Beautiful paper and other quilling supplies are available from online suppliers. Oh, and finally, one requirement that is not available for purchase, but will also be needed, is a fair amount of patience. With a little practice, however, I can almost predict you'll find
quilling to be creatively satisfying and fun. The basics of quiling projects in this article feature tear reels, but there are plenty of other intriguing forms to try - Marquises, arrowheads, holly leaves, and all sorts of beautiful scrolls, just to name a few. Materials: quiling paper: 1/8 , standard width quiling tool
needle tool or slotted tool Ruler Scissors Tweezers Glue clear drying, Suitable for paper Plastic cover for use as a T-pin glue palette, paper piercing tool, or round glass toothpick head straight pins of a non-stick workboard, corks, or Styrofoam then in which you can stick pins to a damp cloth to keep your
fingers free from glue directions: When buying a tool there are 2 main types: a slots tool and a needle. The slotted tool is the easiest to use; Its only drawback is that the slot leaves a tiny 9th-hand grip in the center of the coil. If it's bothersome, buy an ultra-thin slotted tool or try a needle tool. The needle
tool is a little more difficult to master, but the reward will be a coil with a perfectly round center. To roll the coil with a slotted tool: Slide at the very end of the strip into a slot, and turn the tool on one side, evenly directing the strip on the other. To roll the coil with a needle tool: Wet your fingers and curve one
end of the strip through the needle. Roll the strips around the needle with your thumb and index finger whichever side feels most comfortable, applying even, firm pressure, holding the tool handle on the other side. Don't forget to roll up the paper, not the tool. Whether it's using a slotted tool or tool needle,
when the strip is completely rolled, allow the coil to relax, slide it off the tool, and glue the end. Use only a very small amount of glue, applying it with the tip of the T-pin, a paper piercing tool, or a toothpick. Keep the end in place for a few minutes until the glue dries. This is loose coil, and this is the basic
shape from which many other shapes are made. Candy Jar Project Materials: Glass Jar Grosgrain Tape - Red, 3/8 quiling paper, red, 1/8 Cardstock, white foam glue points Directions Step 1: Make 4 tears. Roll 12 12 Coil. Push the coils slightly between your fingers, and, if necessary, use a pin to arrange
the inner coils so that they are evenly loose. Pinch sharply at the tip to make a point. Glue the end and trim the excess paper. Step 2: Make 2 hearts. Place 2 tears side by side on the workboard to create a heart shape by strutting them in opposite directions so that the inner coils seem to meet. Apply the
glue at the join. Keep the tears in place with the pins while the glue dries. Step 3: Fill the jar with your favorite pleasure and tie the tape around it. Step 4: Cut 2 white, 1 squares of cardboard and glue the heart on each. Tip: When glued to a quilled object in the background, spread a shallow puddle of glue
on a plastic container lid or a sheet of waxed paper. Hold the pen with tweezers and gently dip its bottom into the glue. Place directly in the background. Step 5: Attach 1 square to each tail tape with glue point. Valentine's Cards Materials: Cardstock, the red type I used has mica bits for good shine.
Watercolor Digital Paper Free Digital Paper Printer Package quilling paper, red, 1/8 Twill tape, white, 1/2 paper clip, red jewelry plyers, 2 flat nose jump rings, 2 silver Clear Message Sticker Stick Clay Paper Cutter Directions: Step 1: Score and fold 71/2 x51/2 piece red card to make 33/4 x51/2 card. Step
2: Print out the digital background watercolor and cut it to measure 31/4 x5. Use a adhesive stick to glue a rectangle to the center of the map. Step 3: Draw patterned paper with strips of quilling. Overlap strips right at the corners or the miter on the slope, as shown after my tutorial. Step 4: Make a heart (2
tears). Each tear requires a full-length band, 24. Break down the tears so that the inner coils collide in one direction. (This is the opposite of how the candy jar tears were arranged.) Facing coils in the same direction will give a good look when forming a curve. Glue the tears side by side, pressing them in
place on the workboard until dry. Step 5: Take the tip of your heart and curve it gently. Step 6: Roll a 21/2 strip around the shaft of a paper piercing tool or a round toothpick to make the ball. Glue a torn end. Tip: The torn end mixes better than a blunt cut. Step 7: Pinch the ball to form an oval ring coil.
Glue the ball between the curves of the heart. Step 8: Use pliers to open 2 jump rings and attach them to the ring coil. Step 9: Slide the jump ring on a fringe cover. Step 10: Cut a 3/4-wide strip of cardboard to match the width of the map between the edges of the border, and glue it in place, covering the
inscriptions on printed digital paper. Step11: Cut the twill tape to the same length as the card stock strip. Slide the clip/heart onto the twill tape. Center and glue twill tape on the cardstock strip. Step 12: Click on the clear Stickers. I used To Celebrate; the inner message can read our love or with someone
you love. And, of course, Happy Valentine's Day! How To Add a chain and wear a quilled heart like a pendant necklace. If desired, spray the heart with an acrylic lacquer of satin trim to give it waterproof and extra strength. Books: If you want to learn more about paper quilling, some of my favorite books
for beginners are paper quiling for the first time and 50 Nifty quird cards like Alli Bartkowski, and a book from the Klutz series, Twirled Paper, by Jacqueline Lee. Deliveries: CustomQuilling.com and Whimsiquills.com are two of the largest U.S. online quilling suppliers of paper and tools. More ideas: On my
blog, all the papers, you'll find a lot more quilling models and tutorials in the right sidebar. Sidebar.
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